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Model  Wingspan  Flight 
Time 
Launch  Range  Speed  Weight 
Killer Bee  6.5 ft.  10-24 hrs.  Mobile 
Launcher 
100 miles  68 mph  8 lbs. 
Zepher  4.5 ft.  1 hr.  Hand 
Thrown 




























































































































































































ܺ ൌ 2ݎଵݎସܿ݋ݏߠଵ െ 2ݎଶݎସܿ݋ݏߠଶ 
ܻ ൌ 2ݎଵݎସݏ݅݊ߠଵ െ 2ݎଶݎସݏ݅݊ߠଶ 
ܼ ൌ ݎଵଶ ൅ ݎଶଶ ൅ ݎସଶ െ ݎଷଶ െ 2ݎଵݎଶሺܿ݋ݏߠଵܿ݋ݏߠଶ ൅ ݏ݅݊ߠଵݏ݅݊ߠଶሻ 
ݐ ൌ െܻ േ √ܻ
ଶ െ ܼଶ ൅ ܺଶ
ܼ െ ܺ  
ߠସ ൌ 2ݐܽ݊ିଵሺݐሻ 
∆ߠସ ൌ ߠସᇱ െ ߠସ 
To solve for the change in wing angle ∆ߠସ follow equations 1‐5 with the crank in the 1st 
position ߠଶ ൌ 118 and then perform the same set of equations 1‐5 but change the ߠଶby 60 
















































































































































































































































ܴ݁ ൌ ఘಮ௏ಮ௖ఓಮ             (3) 
Next the dynamic pressure is solved for in Equation 4, which will be used to calculate 
both the Lift and Drag coefficients.  




ܮ ൌ ݍஶܵܿ௟            (5) 






































Category  Source  Sought Committed Pending 
Grant  SCU Grant  $          2,000.00  $    1,850.00 
     
     
Fundraising  na  na  na  Provide details on
      any pending funding
     
















Category Description Cost Per Item Quantity Total Amount 
Aircraft Radian Plane Kit $250  3 $750  
Foam Fuslage $40  4 $160  
Micro Speed Controler $30  1 $30  
Carbon Fiber Rod $2  3 $6  
Sheet metal $10  2 $20  
Square tubing $17  1 $17  
Clevis and push rod $10  4 $40  
Control Horns $1  7 $7  
HiTec Servos $20  2 $40  
ParkZone Servos $14  4 $56  
Washer pack $1  1 $1  
Mini Pushrod Link $2  1 $2  
Hardware Nuts and Bolts $1  5 $5  
Foam Glue $5  2 $10  
Super Glue $5  1 $5  
2 Part Epoxy $10  1 $10  
Elastic Material $10  1 $10  
Servo y reverser $20  1 $20  
Sand Paper Pack $10  1 $10  
Exacto Knife $3  1 $3  
Exacto Refil $5  1 $5  
Pins Pack $5  1 $5  
Hinge Pack $4  1 $4  
1 into 2 wire splitter $10  2 $20  
Assorted Screwdriver set $10  1 $10  
Wall Charger $25  1 $25  
Silicon Cauching $5  1 $5  
Plier Set $5  1 $5  
Testing Load Cell $0  1 $0  
3D Printing Material $0  1 $0  
Aluminum Material for Sting  $0  1 $0  






















































































































































































































































The FAA has passed a law allowing drones to fly in public airspace in 2015. This could increase 
the number of drones to the thousands and many more drones will be seen flying through the air.  
http://droneproject.nationalsecurityzone.org/commercial-drone-use-rachel-janik-and-mitchell-
armentrout/ 
There are many new opportunities for drones out there with the new law about drones. Drones 
can be used from delivering fast food to monitoring crops for farmers. This could become a 
multimillion dollar industry.  
https://www.aclu.org/blog/tag/domestic-drones 
With the use of drones increasing in today’s everyday life, a privacy issue arises with local 
citizens. There will be a limit to use of drones in surveillance as well as policy that defines drones 
specific uses. This is to ensure the safety of US citizens.  
http://rt.com/usa/judge-personal-drones-legal-us-310/ 
The FAA tried to sue and individual for flying his person aircraft close to buildings and cars. They 
sued the individual $10,000 for being reckless and careless. This was dismissed because there 
are no laws set in place for this particular act.  
http://gigaom.com/2013/12/08/so-you-want-to-fly-drones-heres-what-the-law-says/ 
Airspace is split up into several different classes. Class G which is from the ground to 700 or 
1200 feet is unregulated. This is interesting for many hobbyists because there is no set rule in 
place for this airspace.  
http://droneproject.nationalsecurityzone.org/ 
Drones are being prepared for many new opportunities with the new laws coming out about 
drones in airspace.  
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Appendix	B:	Machine	Drawings	
The following SolidWorks drawings were used to dimension the original Radian 
Pro Glider and produce small, to scale, models to be tested in the Santa Clara University 
wind tunnel. The airplane was built in parts, allowing for a scaled and accurate part by 
part construction of the overall aircraft. 
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Figure 22: Detail drawing with BOM of plane 
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Figure 23: Detail drawing of body of plane 
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Figure 24: Detail drawing of nose cone 
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Figure 25: Detail drawing of back wing 
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Figure 26: Detail drawing of tail 
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Figure 27: Detail drawing of wings 
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Figure 28: Support post 
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Figure 29: Top support 
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Figure 30: Side Support 
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Figure 31: Center Support 
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Figure 32: Center Support 2 
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Appendix	C:	Drawings	
  Drawings showing the development of ideas throughout this project as well as alternate 
designs that were considered. 
 
 
Figure 33: Possible wing extension design 
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Figure 34: Basic functions expected from the drones actions 
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Appendix	D:	Equations	
 
 
Figure 35: General Lift and Drag Equations 
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Figure 36: Equations to determine model sizes 
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Appendix	E:	Senior	Design	Conference	Slideshow	Presentation 
 
Figure 37: PowerPoint slides 1 
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Figure 38: PowerPoint Slides 2 
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Figure 39: PowerPoint Slides 3 
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Figure 40: PowerPoint Slides 4 
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Figure 41: PowerPoint Slides 5 
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Figure 42: PowerPoint Slides 6 
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Appendix	F:	Time	Line	and	Gantt	Charts	
 
Figure 43: Timeline 1 
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Figure 44: Timeline 2 
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Figure 45: Timeline 3 
 
